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1 Introduction
1.1

Document Structure

This “User Manual” has been structured in a way that helps the reader to get acquainted
with how to use the GPON Doctor™. Starting from the basic “connecting the equipment
to the PON” it then moves onto the application flow; How and what to capture; Analysis
of the captured data and Extraction of User/Service Traffic.
The document is split in three main sections:


Introduction. This chapter describes the top-level features of GPON Doctor™
together with some technical specifications. Its aim is to provide the reader with a
minimum knowledge of what it is and how it can be used.



Connection Procedures. This shows the first steps to insert any GPON
Doctor™ within a PON, where it can be connected and how. The information
provided is important to be followed up to create a good environment for
“Testing” and “Troubleshooting”.



Workflow. Finally, once everything is already setup, it is time to see how the PON
runs, identify the different network elements, and debug all information flows.
Within this chapter an explanation is given on how to capture the information
and how it can be processed to understand what is going on.
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1.2

Package Contents

GPON Doctor™ 9500:


PELI Trolley case adapted for the secure transportation of the equipment:
o

Protection IP66MIL C‐4150‐J

o

System to equalize pressure

o

Protection against impact, vibrations and hits.

o

Finished in ABS.



GPON Doctor™ 9500 (SW application already installed)



External splitter (7dB to the PON / 7dB to the GPON Doctor™).
Characterization sheet included.



(2) SC/APC <‐> SC/UPC fibre (length 3 meters).



(1) Attenuator SC/APC 4dB.



(1) Attenuator SC/APC 8dB.



(1) Attenuator SC/APC 15dB.



(3) SC/APC face to face.



(1) Ethernet cable.



(1) International power supply (110/220V) + power cable.

1.3

How to install the GPONDoctor™

The GPON Doctor™ is an autonomous system and as such, there is no need to install any
pieces of hardware or software. However, the Firmware and Application Software will
have new releases. To know how to upgrade your system so that it always has the latest
features please refer to the corresponding chapter of this manual.
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1.4

General Technical Specifications

Capture system








Own implemented capture hardware independent of commercial chipsets: not
biased by manufacturers specific implementations.
Capability of connecting in a non-invasive way to any physical point of a GPON
network.
Distance synchronization system and automatic calibration: It calculates the
distance from the GPON Doctor™ analyzer to the OLT to synchronize with the
upstream and downstream channels.
The equipment can capture control data from the GPON network in both
communication directions where the following are included:
o OAM
o DBRu-DBA
o PLOAM
o OMCI
The maximum duration in the monitoring information capture process in full
mode can be under 60 minutes (depending on the configuration of the equipment
and the traffic density). In normal mode or real time, it can be of several days.

Analysis system


CST-GGS: The analysis system enables the reconstruction of the network topology
using the control and negotiation messages. The processed information is broken
down into the following fields:
o ONTs that intervene with the fibre.
o Status of the negotiation of the equipment involved.
o State machine for each network element.



PERB: Following the capture and subsequent deduction of the topology, a series of
monitoring rules are applied to inform the user of the evolution of the
communication in three aspects:
o Detection of anomalous situations in the negotiation process of the ONT
and the OLT.
o Checking the fulfilment of the standard by the ONTs and the OLT.
o Evaluation of the level of interoperability between devices.



Graphical E-R diagram of the OMCI entities.
o Graphical representation of the bandwidth allocation per ONT and TCONT.
o Graphical representation of the evolution in time of the assigned
bandwidth per T-CONT.
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Storage
o The captures can be downloaded to the internal hard disc for subsequent
analysis.
o The captures can be stored in binary format.
o The captures can be downloaded to an external storage system.



Hardware Equipment GPON Doctor™ 9500
o Self-contained equipment: No need for keyboard or mouse.
o 11.6” HD (1366x768) 16:9 Direct-View outdoor-readable display with
glove- capable multi touch and Gorilla Glass 3
o Internal storage system (128G/256G/510GBytes).
o RAM 8 GBytes
o Durable (MIL-STD-810G & IP-810G) portable form.
o Very Low weight: <1.8 kg.
o Battery Powered: more than 1 hour of full power operational time.
o Based on the Windows 10 Pro operating system.
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1.5

General Technical Specifications

Reception

Optical parameters
Saturation
Sensitivity (dBm)
(dBm)

Capture card
(upstream)
Capture card
(downstream)
Splitting module
(ONT)
Splitting module
(OLT)
Attenuation (dB)
Added to PON
Added to analyzer
Screen
Architecture
Operating system
RAM memory
Hard disc
Connectors

Speed (Gb/s)

λ (nm)

-28

-8

10

1270

-28.5

-6.5 (Damage
above -3)

10

1577

-21

-1

10

1270

-21.5

+0.5

10

1577

Downstream
direction
-7
-7

Upstream
direction
-7
-7
General
TFT 11.6-inch touch screen
X86 compatible
Windows 10 Pro
8 GB (version dependant)
128/256/512 GB SSD M.2 (Class 20) SATA (version dependant)

Capture (downstream entry)

SC/UPC

Capture (upstream entry)

SC/UPC

Splitter (input and output)

SC/APC

Ethernet

Gigabit Ethernet (Extraction port)

RS-232

Left Side Bottom

USB Type-C

Centre Side Bottom

USB 3.0

Centre Side Bottom

Micro SD card slot

Right Side Bottom

Audio

Right Side Bottom

Buttons
Soft On/Off (Security Button)

Right Side Bottom

Ergonomics
Electrical feed

110/220V

maximum consumption

200W

Noise generated

<20 dB
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Table 1: Technical Specifications of the GPONDoctor™ 9500

1.6

External Buttons GPON Doctor™ 9500

Figure 1 Bottom side of the GPONDoctor™ 9500

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Power connector port
RS-232 serial miniport
DisplayPort USB Type-C alternative/USB 3.2 mode first generation / power supply
USB 3.2 de first-generation Type-A with PowerShare
MicroSD card slot
Universal audio connector
Status led indicator / power button
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Figure 2 Frontal view of the GPONDoctor™ 9500

1. Emisor de infrarrojo
2. Cámara
3. Indicador luminoso de estado de la cámara
4. Sensor de luz ambiental
5. Pantalla
6. Botón programable por el usuario 3
7. Botón programable por el usuario 2
8. Botón programable por el usuario 1
9. Botón de subir volumen
10. Botón de bajar volumen
11. Botón de aumento de brillo
12. Botón de reducción de brillo
13. Botón de bloqueo de rotación de la pantalla
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Figure 3 Back panel of the GPONDoctor™ 9500.

1. Capture module
2. Batteries location
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2 Connection Procedures
The GPON Doctor™ can be connected anywhere within the PON. By using a selfcalibration function, it recognises its position within the network and adapts itself
accordingly. However, there is a minimum set of steps that need to be considered for an
optimum performance.

2.1

How to connect the GPON Doctor™ to a PON

The GPON Doctor™ is connected in parallel to the PON, meaning that the network traffic
(either upstream or downstream) does not pass through the GPON Doctor™.
By means of splitters, part of the optical budget is forwarded to the GPON Doctor™
without affecting the normal operation of the PON. The GPON Doctor™ needs two points
of connection to the PON, one to collect downstream information (from the OLT to the
ONTs) and the second to collect the upstream information (from the ONTs to the OLT).
Depending on the model of the GPON Doctor™ the connection is done in a slightly
different way.
GPON Doctor™ 9500 has to be always connected to an external splitter (either the one
provided with the analyzer or through existing ones within the PON). See figure below.

Figure 4 Connection of the GPON Doctor™ 9500 in a PON by using external splitters
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Therefore, the APC connectors located in the back of the GPON Doctor™ must be
connected to the splitters in the PON in the following way:



One of the outputs of the 1:n Splitter where the ONTs are plugged should be
connected to the DOWNStream connector of the GPON Doctor™ 9500.
One of the outputs of the 1:2 Splitter where the OLT is plugged should be
connected to the UPStream connector of the GPON Doctor™ 9500.

Figure 5 Backside of GPON Doctor™ 9500 where the Upstream and Downstram connectors are located

1.
2.
3.
4.

Extraction 10G
Downstream
Upstream
Extraction 1G

Always follow the Colour Code. Green endfaces are APC (Angled PC) and should be
plugged into Green connectors. Blue endfaces are UPC (Ultra Physical Contact) and
should be plugged into Blue connector.
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The GPON Doctor™ 9500 are always provided with an external splitter. This splitter has
the following interfaces:





OLT interface. Green Plug (for APC endfaces). This is where the fibre connection
from the OLT should be plugged.
ONT interface. Green Plug (for APC endfaces). This is where the fibre connection
to the ONTs should be plugged.
Down interface. Green Plug (for APC endfaces). This interface must be connected
to the GPON Doctor™ 9500 DOWN Stream (UPC) interface.
Up interface. Green Plug (for APC endfaces). This interface must be connected to
the GPON Doctor™ 9500 UP Stream (UPC) interface.

Figure 6 External splitter connections

1. Introduces attenuation

The presence of splitters in the PON attenuates the optical signal and reduces the power
budget. To all intents and purposes, the architecture between the OLT and an ONT could
be simplified as a fibre with an attenuator in the middle. The value of this attenuator
depends on the number of splitting levels within the PON.
Connecting the GPON Doctor™ 9500 external splitter to the PON will add 7dB of
attenuation. Therefore, before placing the splitter into the network, it must be checked
that there is enough margin so that the normal operation is not impacted.
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Figure 7 Impact of the splitter within the PON

If the optical power budget is not enough, the GPON Doctor™ will need to be connected
to the PON by means of already placed splitters (like in figure 5). The impact on the
network is caused by the splitters installed by the customer. 50/50 splitters reduce the
optical signal by 7dB.
In this case, to assure an optimal behaviour, it must be checked that the optical power
available to the GPON Doctor™ is higher than -28.5dBm in Upstream and -28.5dBm in
Downstream. Furthermore, a lower power level below ‘sensitivity’ or a higher power level
over ‘saturation/overload’ results in failure to capture the data correctly. Higher power
level can be adjusted to acceptable values by means of attenuators.
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2.2

Connection to an Intermediate Physical Point of the PON Network

The GPON Doctor™ can connect to any physical point in a PON network and extract
information from both communication data flows (Downstream and Upstream). As shown
in Figure 8, the GPON Doctor™ can be placed in any intermediate point within a PON
network.

Figure 8 Connection to an intermediate point within a PON network.

Connecting the GPON Doctor™ to a PON intermediate point involves the following
stages:
 Upstream/Downstream signal reception power measurement/inference at the
target capture point.
 Calculation of the attenuation required for the capture card inputs.
 Addition of the necessary attenuators (if needed).
 Connection of the optical splitter to the fibres.

Optical power budget measurement
The objective of this first step is to calculate the optical power level at the PON inputs
of the external splitter. This process is specific to each direction of the communication.



Power in Downstream direction: The value is obtained by using a PON power
meter or by inferring the theoretical attenuation up to the physical capture point.
Power in Upstream direction: The estimation of this value is complex as each ONT
transmission is done at a different power and in “Bursts”.
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Calculation of the necessary attenuation
The optical receivers of the capture card have a range of operational power levels that
must be respected. An excess or deficit of power would cause a loss of information or
capture errors.
The calculation of the attenuation must employ the following criteria for each direction of
the communication:
 If the measured power is less than the sensitivity value envisioned in Tables 1 and
2 for the splitting module, the capture is probably not executed with guarantees.
Under that condition, it is recommended to select another target capture point
within the PON where the power budget is higher. Alternatively, optical amplifiers
could be used at the “Entry from OLT”.
 If the optical power measured is greater than the saturation value envisioned in
Table 1 for the splitting module, the attenuation required has to be greater than
the difference between the value measured and the saturation value. For example,
a value measured of 5dBm at the “Entry from OLT” is 4.5dB over the saturation
value (+0.5dBm), therefore an attenuator of minimum 4.5dB is needed at the
“Entry from OLT” connector.
Attenuation of excess optical power
Once the required attenuations have been calculated for each direction of the
communication, they must be added to the optical splitting module connectors of GPON
Doctor™ 9500.

Figure 9 GPON Doctor™ 9500 splitter where the attenuators might be added.

1. Introduces attenuation

Connection of the optical splitting module to the PON network
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This final phase is centred on the connection of the PON network to the optical splitting
module at the measurement point. This process is carried out by connecting the fibre from
the OLT to the “OLT optical splitter port” and the fibre directed to the ONTs to the “ONT
optical splitter port”.

2.3

Connection to one End of the PON Network

Figure 10 shows a scenario where the GPON Doctor™ analyzer is connected at one end of
a PON network. In this configuration, the analyzer can capture all downstream traffic
generated by the OLT but only the upstream traffic generated by the ONT connected
behind it.

Figure 10 Connection to one End of the PON Network.

Connecting the GPON Doctor™ to one end of a PON involves the following stages:





Upstream/Downstream signal reception power measurement/inference at the
target capture point.
Calculation of the attenuation required for the capture card inputs.
Addition of the necessary attenuators (if needed).
Connection of the optical splitter to the fibres.

Optical power budget measurement
The objective of this first step is to calculate the optical power level at the PON inputs of
the external optical splitter. This process is specific to each direction of the
communication.


Power in Downstream direction: The value is obtained by using a PON power
meter or by inferring the theoretical attenuation up to the physical capture point.
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Power in Upstream direction: As there is only one ONT connected to the GPON
Doctor™, the power meter will have to measure the optical power between the
ONT and the GPON Doctor™.

The obtained results are an approximate value of the power from each of the directions
at the target capture point.
Calculation of the necessary attenuation
The optical receivers of the capture card have a range of operational power levels that
must be respected. An excess or deficit of power would cause a loss of information or
capture errors.
The calculation of the attenuation must employ the following criteria for each direction
of the communication:




If the measured power is less than the sensitivity value envisioned in Table 1 for
the splitting module, the capture is probably not executed with guarantees. Under
that condition, it is recommended to select another target capture point within the
PON where the power budget is higher. Alternatively, optical amplifiers could be
used at the “Entry from OLT”.
If the optical power measured is greater than the saturation value envisioned in
Table 1 for the splitting module, the attenuation required has to be greater than
the difference between the value measured and the saturation value. For example,
a value measured of 5dBm at the “Entry from OLT” is 4.5dB over the saturation
value (+0.5dBm), therefore an attenuator of minimum 4.5dB is needed at the
“Entry from OLT” connector.

Attenuation of excess optical power
Once the required attenuations have been calculated for each direction of the
communication, they must be added to the connectors of the capture card. Attenuations
must never be inserted into the optical splitting module connectors.

Figure 11 GPON Doctor™ 9500 splitter where the attenuators might be added.

1. Introduces attenuation
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Connection of the optical splitting module to the PON network
This final phase is centred on the connection of the PON network to the optical splitting
module at the measurement point. This process is carried out by connecting the fibre from
the OLT to the first optical splitter port and the fibre directed to the ONT to the second
port.

3 Workflow
This chapter describes how to work with GPON Doctor™. It explains all the functionalities
and procedures to get the most out of it.

3.1

General Overview

After connection to the PON, launch the GPON Doctor™ application by double clicking on
the GPON Doctor™ desktop icon

Once the application has started, the welcome window, as shown below, is displayed.
Menu bar
Tab selectors

Figure 12 Main Window

As indicated above, the application main window consists of the following areas:
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Menu bar
Toolbar
Tab selectors
Status indicators
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3.1.1

Menu bar

From the menu bar the user can manage all the GPON Doctor™ functionalities. This
section describes the options in the different menus.
File menu
This is the menu to save a capture and to load previously saved captures. The options
in this menu are:







Open Binary Capture: to load a previously saved capture.
Save As Binary Capture: to save the current capture in a binary file.
Export Capture to XML: to save the current capture in an XML format file. When
selecting this option, a dialog window is opened to select the captured data
(interval and type of data) to be exported. Details for exporting captured data are
described in section 3.12.1.
Exit: to close and exit the GPON Doctor™ application.

Capture menu
From this menu, the user can access to the capture configuration options and start a
new capture. The options in this menu are:







Start Normal Capture: to start capturing data in store and display mode. See more
details about store and display capture in section 3.3.1.
Start Real Time Capture: to start capturing data in real time mode. See more
details about real time capture mode in section 3.3.3.
Start Time Controlled Capture: to start capturing data in store and display mode
during a pre-programmed period. More details in section 3.3.3.
Configure capture: to select the information to be captured.
Configure ONT for AES Decryption: to select the ONT for downstream traffic
decryption. When clicking on this option, a dialog window is opened for ONT
selection.
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Configure Ports for User Traffic Extraction: to select the GEM ports for real time
user traffic extraction. When clicking on this option, a dialog window is opened.
Details about GEM port selection from this menu option are described in section
3.11.
Advanced Options: to select advanced information to configure the capture.

Analysis menu
This is the menu to analyze the captured data and generate reports. It is only active
after doing a capture or loading a previously saved capture. The options in this menu
are:







3.1.2

Analyze Capture: to analyze the captured data. When selecting this option, a
dialog window for analysis configuration is opened. Then, the user can select the
capture period to analyze and the events to be detected in the error report. The
analysis configuration options are described in section 3.5.
Save Report as HTML File: to export the analysis results to an HTML file.
Specifically:
o OMCI: OMCI entities summary and OMCI E/R diagrams.
o PON Status: PON Topology, PON parameters and ONTs states.
o BandWidth MAPs: assignment graphics and time evolution analysis.
Export Errors Report: to save the error analysis report in a text file. This option is
active after capture analysis.

Toolbar

The toolbar provides easy access to the most used functionalities. This section describes
each one of the icons on the GPON Doctor™ toolbar.

To start capturing data in normal store and display mode.

To start capturing data in real time mode.
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To start capturing data in time-controlled store and display mode.

To stop capturing data.

To open the configuration dialog window to select the ONT for downstream traffic
decryption.

To open the analysis configuration dialog window.

To activate user traffic extraction.

To deactivate user traffic extraction.

To open the configuration dialog window to select the GEM ports for user traffic
extraction.

To load previously saved capture

To save the current capture in binary file

To save the current capture in a XML file

To display the on-screen keyboard.

To pause/play autoscroll and showing traces in a Real Time capture.
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3.1.3

Tab selectors

This area of the main window shows the tabs of the different views the user can access to.
The number of available tabs varies depending on the workflow stage. After starting the
application only the “RT PON Status” tab is available. This view is always present. The
other views are created by the application after doing/loading a capture or after analyzing
a capture. When using GPON Doctor™, the user will see the following tabs at some time
during the workflow process:







RT PON Status
Capture
OMCI
PON status
OMCI E/R
Report

All these tabs are described in detail in the following sections of this user manual.
3.1.4

Status indicator

The status indicators are located at the bottom right side in the main window. This leds
follow a colour code that provides info to the users about the Downstream and
upstream line and the analyzer status.
There are two status indicators associated to the downstream link:



LOS: Downstream Loss Of Signal. When red it indicates that no signal is
detected in downstream. When downstream signal is detected, the LOS
indicator turns grey.
LOF: Downstream Loss Of Frame. When red it indicates that frame
alignment (correct PSync field) has not been found for the signal
received through the downstream interface. When downstream frame
alignment is achieved, the LOF indicator turns grey.

There are two status indicators associated to the upstream link:




Sync: Upstream Synchronization. When green it indicates that the analyzer is
synchronized with the upstream link. When synchronization has not been
achieved, this indicator remains in grey. GPON Doctor™ automatically
synchronizes with the upstream link when it discovers an ONT activation
process.
Active: Upstream Activity. This indicator turns green when signal is detected in
the upstream link. When no signal is detected for one millisecond, the indicator
turns grey again.
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Finally, there is one indicator associated to the capture process:


3.2

RT: Real Time capture. This indicator turns green when a real time capture is
running. In any other case, it is grey.

Real Time PON Status

The RT PON Status tab is always present at any stage of the workflow process. In this tab
the PON topology is shown and the bandwidth of the GEM ports is measured in real time
without the need to start any capture. GEM ports for user traffic extraction can also be
easily selected from this view. All these features are described in detail in the following
subsections.

3.2.1

Real time PON topology

Once GPON Doctor™ is connected to the PON and without needing to start a capture, the
topology is built and presented in the left side of the RT PON Status tab. Specifically two
GEM port lists are displayed: one that shows the GEM ports discovered in downstream
direction and another one with the GEM ports discovered in upstream together with their
T-CONT and ONT assignment. A GEM port is added to the corresponding list if the OLT or
ONT has sent traffic through it at some time while the analyzer has been connected to the
PON. It must be noted that the upstream information will be shown only if the analyzer is
synchronized with the upstream link, that is, when the Sync status indicator is green. An
example is shown below.
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Each downstream/upstream GEM port has an activity indicator. These indicators turn
green when traffic is being sent through the GEM port. When no activity is detected, the
indicators are in grey colour.
There are three controls associated to the real time PON topology:


Clear



Stop
: it stops updating the PON topology. The topology update status
indicator turns grey and the GEM port lists are not updated.



Play
: it restarts updating the PON topology. The topology update status
indicator turns green and the GEM port lists are updated again, but without
clearing the last discovered values.

3.2.2

: it clears the current topology and starts building it again.

GEM port bandwidth measurements

Once the GEM port lists are built, a GEM port in each direction can be selected to measure
the bandwidth it is consuming. The measured bandwidths are displayed in real time on
the graphics of the right side of the RT PON Status tab. The top graphic is associated to
the selected GEM port in downstream direction, while the bottom one is for the selected
port in upstream. In this graphic it is also displayed the bandwidth assigned to the TCONT the GEM port belongs to, so that consumed and assigned bandwidths can be
compared.

Follow the next steps to see the bandwidth consumed by a downstream/upstream GEM
port:
1.

Select one port from the list of discovered downstream/upstream GEM ports by
clicking with the mouse over it.

2.
3.

Click on the associated “graphic” icon
The graphic showing the bandwidth consumed by this port is generated. The
maximum, minimum and average values are also calculated.
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There are some controls for the Graphics:
Play
: to continue (after pause) or re-start (after stop) the bandwidth graphical
representation.
Pause
Stop

: to pause the graphical representation.
: to stop and clear the graphical representation.

Configuration
: to configure the time scale and the graphic refresh period. This control
is common to both graphics.
Export CSV
values) file.

to export the charted information (points) to a CSV (comma-separated

By positioning the mouse over the graphic area and clicking the right button other actions
are available:






Copy: to copy the graphic as an image into the clipboard for later insertion in a
document.
Save Image As: to save the graphic as an image file.
Page Setup: to setup page (margins, paper and orientation) before printing.
Print: to print the graphic.
Show Point Values: to enable/disable the presentation of the graphic coordinate
values. After enabling, move the mouse over the graphic line to see the point
values.
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3.2.3

Un-Zoom: to undo the last zoom.
Undo All Zoom/Pan: to undo all the previously applied zooms.
Set Scale to Default: to set the graphic scale to its default size.
Zoom: to make a zoom of the graphic, position the mouse at one end of the area
to be enlarged, click with the left button, drag and drop.

GEM port selection for user traffic extraction

The GEM ports for user traffic extraction can be easily selected from the RT PON Status
tab. Once the PON topology is built, just select one port from the downstream and/or
upstream GEM port list and click on the associated Add key. The port will be selected for
user traffic extraction and it will be added to the Downstream/Upstream Extracted Ports
list.

Up to two GEM ports can be simultaneously selected in upstream direction. In
downstream up to three ports can be selected (two bidirectional ports and one multicast
port).
It is also possible to open the “User traffic extraction configuration window” in the right
side of the RT PON Status Panel. For that purpose, click on the “Configure RT PON Status
Panel” and select “User traffic extraction configuration window” for the Top or Bottom
Panel Configuration:
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The following panel will be shown in the desired location (Top or Bottom):

In this panel, just type the downstream and/or upstream GEM port identifier and click on
the associated Add key. The port will be selected for user traffic extraction and it will be
added to the Downstream/Upstream Extracted “Ports selected” list.
To deselect a GEM port from user data traffic extraction, select the port from the
Downstream/Upstream Extracted “Ports selected” list and click on the Remove key.
The GEM port selection does not enable the traffic extraction by itself. When the first GEM
Port is selected for traffic extraction, the user will be asked about enabling traffic
extraction. To start extracting user traffic, answer “yes” or click on the toolbar icon that
activates it.

Also, when the last GEM Port is removed from the “Ports selected” list, the user is asked
about disabling traffic extraction. To stop extracting user traffic, answer yes or click on
the toolbar icon that de-activates it. See more details about user traffic extraction in
section 3.11.
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3.3

How to Capture

There are four different capture methods:

With the Normal Store and Display capture the user starts and stops
the capture using the control keys, and captured packets are only shown
in the Capture and OMCI tabs once the capture is stopped. Only packets
containing Serial Number Requests, Range Requests, PLOAM messages
and OMCI messages are captured and shown in the Packet List pane of the
Capture tab, regardless of the capture configuration settings.
With the Real Time capture the user starts and stops the capture using the
control keys, and captured packets are shown in the Capture tab while the
capture is running. Only packets containing Serial Number Requests, Range
Requests, PLOAM messages and OMCI messages are shown in the Packet
List pane of the Capture tab, regardless of the capture configuration
settings.
With the Real Time capture the user starts and stops the capture using the
control keys, and caWith the Time controlled Store and Display capture the
user starts the capture using the control key and sets the duration of the
capture to the desired capture time. Captured packets are only shown in the
Capture and OMCI tabs once the capture is stopped. For every downstream
frame and for every upstream burst, GPON Doctor™ displays a packet in the
Packet List pane of the Capture tab. The information shown for these
packets depends on the capture configuration settings.

3.3.1

Normal Store and Display capture

3.3.1.1 Configuring a Normal Store and Display capture
During a Normal Store and Display capture GPON Doctor™ captures packets carrying
PLOAM messages, OMCI messages and Bandwidth Maps corresponding to Serial Number
Requests and Range Requests only. The information to be captured is therefore preestablished, and no configuration is required.
3.3.1.2 Running a Normal Store and Display capture
To start a Normal Store and Display capture select the Start Normal Capture option in the
Capture menu:
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Or click on the Start Normal Capture key
The capture process will start, and the time elapsed since the capture started will be
displayed while it is running:

To stop a capture:
Click on Stop Capture key on top tool strip bar
Captured packets will be displayed in the Capture and OMCI tabs
3.3.2

Real Time Capture

3.3.2.1 Configuring a Real Time capture
During a Real Time capture GPON Doctor™ captures packets carrying PLOAM messages,
OMCI messages and Bandwidth Maps corresponding to Serial Number Requests and
Range Requests only. The information to be captured is therefore pre- established, and no
configuration is required.
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3.3.2.2 Running a Real Time capture
To start a Real Time capture, select the Start Real Time Capture option in the Capture
menu:

or click on the Start Capture Real Time capture icon
The capture will start, and received packets will be displayed as they arrive in the Capture
tab.

To stop the capture click on the Stop Capture icon
3.3.3

Time Controlled Store and Display capture

3.3.3.1 Configuring a Time Controlled Store and Display capture
In a Time Controlled Store and Display capture GPON Doctor™ captures packets carrying
PLOAM messages, OMCI messages and Bandwidth Maps corresponding to Serial Number
Requests and Range Requests only. The information to be captured is therefore preestablished, and no configuration is required.
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3.3.3.2 Running a Time Controlled and Display capture
To start a Full Store and Display capture select the Start Full Capture option in the
Capture menu

or click on the Start Full Capture key
Set the desired run time:

And click on accept
The capture process will start and a new window will emerge showing the remaining time
before the capture automatically stops. To manually stop the capture before the
automatic stop occurs click on Stop.
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3.3.4

Save and load captured data

Regardless of the capture method used, captured data can be saved into a file for later
review or analysis.
To save captured data select the Save As… option in the File menu:

or click on the Save Binary Capture icon

Select the desired folder to save the capture, enter a file name and click on Save:
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To load a previously saved capture file select the Open Binary Capture in the File menu:

or click on the Open Binary Capture key:
Select the desired file and click on Open:
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3.4

Exploring captured data

Data captured by the GPON Doctor™ is displayed both in the Capture and OMCI tabs. The
Capture tab is always present during a real time capture or after a store and display
capture, while the OMCI tab is only present after a store and display capture.

Figure 13 Capture lab

Figure 14 OMCI tab
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3.4.1

Capture tab

The information shown in the capture tab is the same for all the type of captures:


Real Time capture, Normal Store and Display or Time Controlled Store and Display
capture: When running any of these type of captures, GPON Doctor™ captures
Serial number requests, Range requests, PLOAM messages and OMCI messages.
However, the frames displayed in the Captured tab will depend on the last “filter
settings” applied.

The capture tab contains four sections:






The Packet List pane displays a summary of the contents of each packet. By
clicking on a packet, the information displayed in the Packet Details and Packet
Bytes panes is updated.
The Packet Details pane displays the details of the packet selected in the Packet
List pane.
The Packet Bytes pane displays, in Hexadecimal format, PLOAM, OMCI, BWmap
and DBRu messages contained in the packet selected in the Packet List pane.
The Filter and Search tools pane includes the keys to control the filter and the
search tools.

Figure 15 Panes in the Capture tab

3.4.1.1 Packet List pane
The Packet List pane displays all captured packets. Each line corresponds to a
downstream frame, an upstream burst or an OMCI message. By clicking on a packet in the
Packet List pane more details are shown in the Packet Details and Packet Bytes panes.
The Packet List pane contains the following columns:
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The Line column shows the number of the packet in the current capture, starting
from zero for the first packet. This number does not change, even if a display filter
is applied.
The min:sec:ms:us:ns column shows the packet’s timestamp, relative to the instant
when the capture started.
The D/U column shows the direction of the packet.
The Content column shows a brief description of the messages and/or data carried
in the packet.

Figure 16 Packet List pane in the Capture tab

For other than OMCI messages the information shown in the Content column always
starts with a frame index between brackets (i). This frame index, ranging from 0 to 7,
allows the user to match downstream frames with the corresponding upstream bursts.
The background colour of each line also facilitates this pairing.
In the downstream direction, where each line represents a downstream frame, the
content column will show when a particular frame includes a bandwidth map (BWMAP)
and/or a PLOAM message (PLOAMd), specifying the type of message. Bandwidth
maps which correspond to Serial number requests or Range requests are also
identified (SNReq and RangeReq).
In the upstream direction, where each line represents an upstream burst, the content
column shows the ONT-ID of the ONT who transmitted the burst (ONT: X). It also
shows when a particular burst includes a PLOAM message (PLOAMu), specifying the
type of message, and/or a DBRu report. When the content column of an upstream
burst shows uLOSB it means a burst was expected but no optical signal was received.
When the content column of an upstream burst shows uLOFB it means a burst was
expected and there was optical signal in the line, but the delimiter was not found.
For OMCI messages the information shown in the Content column always starts with
the ONT-ID of the ONT the message is addressed to (downstream direction) or which
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entity and the type of message (Set, Create, etc.).
The background colour used to display OMCI messages is grey for downstream
messages and orange for upstream messages, except when there is some remark, in
which case pink is used.
3.4.1.2 Packet Details pane
The Packet Details pane displays the details of the packet selected in the Packet List
pane. It shows general information about the downstream frame or upstream burst
extracted from the overhead fields of these packets, as well as details of the downstream
or upstream PLOAM messages, OMCI messages, Bandwidth maps, upstream IND fields and
DBRu reports.

Figure 17 Packet Details pane in the Capture tab

3.4.1.3 Packet Bytes pane
The Packet Bytes pane displays the original binary messages carried in the packet
selected in the Packet List pane in hexadecimal format. The values shown are:


Superframe counter, bandwidth maps, PLOAM and OMCI messages in the
downstream direction.
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DBRu reports, PLOAM and OMCI messages in the upstream direction.

Figure 18 Packet Bytes pane in the Capture tab.

3.4.1.4 Filter and Search tools pane
The Filter and Search tools pane contains the controls icons to filter the captured packets
and to search a specific packet (by its line number or timestamp) within the trace.

Figure 19 Filter and Search tools pane in the Capture tab.

Filter tools in the Capture tab
The following display filters can be applied:
By direction
Show Downstream packets.

Hide Downstream packets.

Show Upstream packets.

Hide Upstream packets.

By serial number
Show packets to/from all ONTs.
Show packets to/from ONT with specific Serial Number

To select the desired Serial Number to filter press the SN key

Check the Filter Activated checkbox, mark Detected, select one ONT from the list of
discovered serial numbers, and click on Accept to close the window:
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By ONT-ID
Show packets to/from all ONTs.
Show specific ONTs packets only (ONT-ID must be entered).

By content
Show packets containing
PLOAM messages.

Hide
packets
PLOAM messages.

Show OMCI messages.

Hide OMCI messages.

Show packets containing
bandwidth Maps

Hide
packets
bandwidth Maps

Show packets containing
negotiation information.

Hide
packets
containing
negotiation information.

Activate advanced PLOAM
filter.

Deactivate advanced PLOAM
filter.

To configure Complex PLOAM Filter press on the PLOAM Key
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Select the types of messages to be filtered in downstream and upstream directions. First,
unmark the “All Messages (No Filtering)” checkbox. Then, check or uncheck the message
IDs as desired..

To add a non-standard Message Id, in the bottom of this dialog box, insert a new ID in the
textbox “Msg. ID” and click on “Add”; then, the inserted Message ID appears in the top list
and it can be selected.

Finally, click on “Apply” to save the changes.
Refresh:
After changing the display filters configuration settings the view must be refreshed using
the Refresh key:

Refresh view to apply the changes in the display capture filter settings.
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To remove all filters and display all captured packets use the Clear key, and apply the
changes using Refresh:

Remove all filters.
Refresh view to apply the changes in the display capture filter settings.
Filter application
Once the filtering options have been configured and applied, all frames captured are
reviewed and only those having a positive match to the defined rules will appear
onscreen.
Search tools in the Capture tab
To go to a specific packet press the Go To key
Select whether to search for a packet with a particular Time stamp or Line number in the
“Search by” box:

Enter the Time Stamp using the keyboard (nanoseconds in the upper box or
h:m:s:ms:us:ns in the lower box) or the arrow keys
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or the Line (Frame number):

Or press Go To:
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3.4.2

OMCI tab

The OMCI tab will appear only after a Store and Display capture, and shows OMCI
messages only.
The OMCI tab contains four sections:
 The Packet List pane displays a summary of the contents of each packet. By
clicking on a packet, the information displayed in the Packet Details and Packet
Bytes panes is updated.
 The Packet Details pane displays the details of the packet selected in the Packet
List pane.
 The Packet Bytes pane displays the binary OMCI message contained in the packet
selected in the Packet List pane.
 The Filter and Search tools pane includes the keys to control the filter and search
tools
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Figure 20 Panes in the OMCI tab
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3.4.2.1 Packet list pane
The Packet List pane displays all captured OMCI messages. By clicking on a packet in
the Packet List pane, more details are shown in the Packet Details and Packet Bytes
panes.
The Packet List pane contains the following columns:
 The Line column shows the number of the packet in the current capture, starting
from zero for the first packet. This number does not change, even if a display filter
is applied.
 The h:m:s:ms:us:ns column shows the packet’s timestamp, relative to the instant
when the capture started.
 The D/U column shows the direction of the packet.
 The Content column shows a brief description of the OMCI message.

Figure 21 Packet List pane in the OMCI tab.
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The information shown in the Content column always starts with the ONT-ID of the ONT
the message is addressed to (downstream direction) or who transmitted the message
(upstream direction), followed by the name of the managed entity and the type of
message (Set, Create, etc.).
The background colour used to display OMCI messages is grey for downstream messages
and orange for upstream messages, except when there is some remark, in which case pink
is used.
3.4.2.2 Packet Details pane
The Packet Details pane displays the details of the OMCI message selected in the Packet
List pane.

Figure 22 Packet Details pane in the OMCI tab.
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3.4.2.3 Packet Bytes pane
The Packet Bytes pane displays the original binary OMCI message selected in the Packet
List pane in hexadecimal format.

Figure 23 Packet Bytes pane in the OMCI tab.

3.5

Analysis Engine

GPON Doctor™ analysis system is a state machine/event driver simulation engine
developed to interpret GPON management information and to infer the state of a certain
PON network.
Once a trace has been captured from a PON network, the engine will process each GPON
frame, using the relevant management information to create and alter its internal state
machines which represent each active element on the PON.
Analysis capabilities can be configured at start point including:


Start and Stop time of analysis process: Time-machine behaviour that allows
inferring the precise state of the PON at any given timestamp.



Activation/deactivation of error/issue detection: It is possible to configure the
engine to consider (or not) certain events and situations while doing the analysis.
These switches may affect both the state machine behaviour and error detection.

As the analysis is finished, the results are presented in different views and windows,
summarizing the state of the PON.
This section provides all information needed to go through all the steps to configure,
execute and interpret an analysis process.
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Figure 24 Analysis engine process.

3.5.1

Configuring Analysis

There are some parameters that need to be configured before starting the analysis engine.
There are two ways to configure the “GPON Analysis Configuration Engine”:


Analysis icon on top toolbar

Figure 25 Analysis key on Top tool strip bar.

“Analysis -> Analyze Capture” on the text menu bar:

Figure 26 Text menu option to start analysis process
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As a result the “GPON analysis and simulation options” window will appear, allowing
configuring all aspects of analysis.

Figure 27 Analysis configuration window.

Start and end timestamps can be configured before performing the analysis of a GPON
trace. Analysis engine will start the process ignoring all previous events, once the end
timestamp is reached the analysis will end.
Start and end timestamps can be configured in two ways:


Time stamp beginning boxes in configuration window: Can be introduced in two
formats:
o Raw nanoseconds
o Minutes:seconds:milliseconds:microseconds:nanoseconds format



Once the value is introduced it can be increased/decreased by clicking the arrow
keys. (On 100ns step per click)



Selecting one frame as “starting frame” in the “Capture tab” or “OMCI tab”: right
click (Long click in tactile environment) on the frame and select “Set as Analysis
Start Point” in the context menu. Its timestamp value will be automatically
configured on the “GPON analysis and simulation options” window
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Figure 28 Context menu on “Capture Tab” for Start/Stop point selection on analysis.



If “ending timestamp” is equal or less than 0 or it is smaller than the “beginning
timestamp”, the engine will analyze the whole capture:
o Starting in the configured Beginning time stamp
o Ending at the end of the GPON trace.

Analyze Full Capture checkbox: When checked, forces the engine to ignore the configured
“beginning” and “End” timestamp and analyze the full capture from the first to the last
GPON trace.
3.5.2

“Error Detection” Configuration

Different levels of error detection and analysis can be selected before the engine is
started. In certain scenarios, one issue can be all present around the GPON trace, but it
may be already diagnosed and lack of importance for the current analysis. In such cases,
this feature allows to configure the engine to an “ignore list” of chosen issues so the final
report is only related to the scope/target of current GPON analysis. These are the
configurable error report capacities:
General



FEC Errors: When active all recoverable and non-recoverable FEC errors (if FEC
activated) on both downstream and upstream are reported.
Line Errors: When active the following issues are reported:
o Continuous lack of downstream signal presence
o RDI: Remote Defect Indication activated on upstream bursts: The ONT
detects significant errors on downstream frames.



Frame Id: When active, interleaved missing downstream frames are reported by
the engine.



LOFb: Engine reports the presence of uLOFb in traces. LOFb is the
representation in the traces of an “abnormal” upstream event: In a moment where
an upstream burst should have been received, upstream signal was detected but
data was corrupted and delimiter could not be found.



LOSb: Engine reports the present of uLOSb in traces. LOSb is the representation
of a precise upstream event: In a moment where an upstream burst was
expected, although neither burst was received or upstream optical signal
was detected. This situation can be perfectly normal: f o r e x a m p l e OLT
expecting upstream responses for a Serial Number request but no new ONT is
present (So no upstream responses arrives, even if expected).
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Truncated Burst: When active, if some burst has been truncated is reported by the
engine.

PLOAM and DBRu


PLOAM Count: When active, engine keeps track of the number of messages sent
by/to each ONT, considering:
o That certain messages have to be retransmitted a fixed number of times
o That certain messages force the ONT to answer with acknowledgement
messages
o This is defined in the ITU-G.989.3 and followed by the engine. Any
violation is reported



Unknown PLOAM: When active, all PLOAM messages with a Non-standard
identifier/Non-standard Message-ID/Non-standard message identification value
are reported.



PLOAM CRC: When active, all PLOAM messages with a wrong CRC checksum
are reported.



DBRu CRC: When active, all DRBu messages with wrong CRC checksum are
reported.



750us Margin: According to the ITU-T.989.3, OLT should wait at least 750us
when a GTC-state machine transition occurs (for example from SerialNumber-O3 to Ranging-O4, when Assign ONT-ID message received), before
sending messages to the ONT that are “relevant” to the new achieved state (e.g.
sending a Range Request message before 750us have passed since Assign ONT-ID
message was sent to ONT). When active, this timing constraint is checked and
reported if violated.



BWMAP CRC: If active, all BWMAPs with wrong CRC are reported.



Unexpected State: When active, if an ONT is in a state different than expected, is
reported by the engine.

OMCI
 General OMCI: If not active no error or information is reported on OMCI messages
analysis.


OMCI undefined: If active, engine reports all messages:
o From/To undefined/non standard OMCI classes
o Containing undefined/non standard attributes on OMCI entities
o Undefined OMCI message type



Corrupted OMCI message: If active, malformed OMCI messages are reported, i.e.:
o OMCI Messages with a size different to 48bytes
o Malformed OMCI Trailer
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OMCI CRC: If active all OMCI messages with wrong CRC are reported.

Please note: System considers the last 4 bytes of the OMCI message as CRC, no matter
how long it is. A message can be “malformed” but it may have a correct CRC.
Error Grouping
This feature allows the engine to group similar errors that occur in a sequence, so they
are reported altogether with the number of “occurrences”
Other OMCI “event detectors” not listed on this window but still present in the engine
(Always active if General OMCI selected)


OMCI Alarms: Reported when alarm is asserted or de-asserted by ONT.



Illegal attribute error: Reported by the ONT after a create/set operation.



Error on optional attribute: Reported by the ONT after a set/read operation



Illegal attribute value: Detected on a set operation or get response operation:
Value is in the message but according to the standard it’s out of bounds. “Legal”
attribute value domain reported.



Error results in result field on any response from the ONT to OLT’s OMCI message:
e.g. Non existing entity, Device busy, Processing Error, etc.



Section number mismatch in software download process.




Download window size violation in software download process.
Alarm sequence mismatch, missing sequence number or repeated sequence
number (For a missing or retransmitted alarm)



GET-Next sequence number mismatch.



OMCI Transaction Number mismatch, missing or repeated message.



MIB Upload sequence number mismatch, missing or repeated message.

General non OMCI issues reported by the engine by default
 Truncated burst: Upstream burst signal ends “before” it was expected. Possible
symptom could be “drift of window” of “chirping” optical module on ONT.


Distance between two GPON Frames > 125us



ONT Disabled by Disable Serial Number PLOAM message



ONT not in operational state(O5) and emitting bursts or receiving BWMaps (apart
from SN-Req)
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Assigned ONT-ID on Assign ONT-ID PLOAM message is equal or greater to 254.



Upstream deprecated options: SN-Mask, or retransmission.



POPup message received in O5 state



High BER reported on upstream PLOAM message by ONT



PLOAM messages sent to/by ONT: Doesn’t match supposed XGTC state of the
ONT.



PEE (Physical Equipment Error) reported by ONT. ONT can’t send OMCC or XGEM
messages



ONT reporting “Urgent Upstream PLOAM message waiting to be sent” and OLT
didn’t allow the ONT to send PLOAM messages for more than 5ms



ONT enters in LOSi or LOFi



ONT enters POPUP State



ONT Enters in Emergency Stop State due to an OLT message.



OLT reporting PEE (Physical Equipment Error): OLT can’t send OMCC or GEM
messages



Dying GASP message received from “dying” ONT

3.5.3

Starting and Stopping the Analysis

Once the start/stop analysis time has been configured and the desired “Issue detection”
options selected, to start the analysis process, click on Start Analysis.
A progress window will appear until analysis is finished. Analysis can be stopped at any
time, by clicking on “Cancel”. However, results are not guaranteed to be coherent if the
process is stopped by the user. As shown below.

Figure 29 Analysis wait window allowing to cancel analysis process.
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As the analysis ends, a number of new tabs with new information will appear. These are
called “Analysis results”.
3.5.5 Analysis Results
In the following section all the areas of the analysis results are going to be presented.
Each “result area” is presented in a different tab on the main window and they are not
present unless the analysis has been done:

3.6



PON Status: ONTs detected and GTC level state, upstream configuration, TCONTs
detected, GEM ports detected, Upstream Bandwidth Assignation summary (Per
ONT and T-CONT)



OMCI State: State of each OMCI entity detected on the selected ONT: Presence
attributes modified/red, attribute values, Active Alarms and errors detected on
each entity.



OMCI E/R Model: Graphical representation of the OMCI entities and relationship
between them, detected on the selected ONT. (Plus attribute values, present
alarms and errors detected)



Average Upstream Bandwidth analysis: Bar chart comparing average BW
assignment per T-CONT and ONT.



Upstream Bandwidth temporal analysis: Plot representing the evolution of
bandwidth assignment to each T-CONT in a given time.



Report: Final summary of all events and errors detected during the trace analysis.

PON Status

Figure 30 PON Status tab
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The PON Status tab summarizes the PON status detected on the GPON Trace from the
point of view of:






ONTs present
GTC state machine of each ONT
T-CONTs present in each ONT
GEM ports associated to ONTs and T-CONT (From the OMCI messages and PLOAM
messages)
Bandwidth assignment summary of T-CONTs on each ONT.
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3.6.1

Tab Layout

PON Topology section




Information Listed: Summary of all ONTs detected on the GPON Trace.
o

For those whose Serial number was detected, it appears listed right to
the ONU-ID

o

If serial number was not detected, it won’t be listed

o

For each ONT detected T-CONTs are listed. If no BWMAP was captured
(Due to capture configuration) and no Assign Alloc-ID PLOAM message
was detected, T-CONT won’t be discovered.

o

If OMCI messages were captured and contained XGEM port
provisioning, XGEM ports associated to a certain ONT/T-CONTs will be
listed in this window

Interactive Behaviour
o If ONT clicked: Details on the ONT will appear, filling the right/central part
of the TAB: ONT-State, T-CONTs-ONT, XGEM Ports and BW Measure.
o If “right click” selected (Long click on tactile environment) on ONT, a
context menu will appear, allowing you to choose the selected ONT as the
OMCI ONT (ONT from which the system captures OMCI traffic). It will
update the ONT selection window for OMCI capture with its serial number
(If detected)

Figure 31 OMCI ONT selection context menu: ONT0 selected (Check box appearing)
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PON Parameters section
Summary of the general upstream configuration options published by the OLT to the
ONTs through Upstream Overhead and Extended Burst Length PLOAM messages.

Figure 32 PON Parameters Detail





Information Listed
o Default ONT emitting upstream signal power
o OAM parameters:
 Guard Bits between bursts
 Preamble configuration
o Use of Pre-equalization delay before ranging and its value
o Use of deprecated Serial Number masks procedure.
Interactive behaviour: None

ONT State Section
 Information Listed: This section shows a summary of the general information of
the selected ONT on the PON Topology box:
o ONT-ID Serial Number (If detected), FEC used in upstream transmission,
presence of RDI (Remote Defect Indication declared by the ONU), power
level declared/configured on upstream transmission.
o Timing: Equalization value assigned by the OLT (in bits), Random ONT
delay declared on answer to serial number request (if detected)
o Use of password and password value
o Last Frame Counter for the LAST AES key assigned. AES encryption
o keys sent by the ONT
o GTC State machine status
o Presence of LOSi or LOFi
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Interactive Behaviour: None

Figure 33 PON Parameters Detail.

T-CONTs_ONT section:
• Information Listed: This section shows a summary of the T-CONT_XGEM port
hierarchy detected on the configuration of the selected ONT on the PON Topology
section.
o For each T-CONT: Alloc-ID, Data transported (Default or XGEM), DBRu
Mode and transported XGEM ports
o For each XGEM Port: Port-ID, encryption status and if it was used for OMCI
or user traffic.
o Notes:
 Unidirectional XGEM ports are not listed in this section.
 XGEM port detection is associated with the capture of XGEM OMCI
provisioning.
• Interactive Behaviour: None
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Figure 34 Detail of T-CONTs Section.
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XGEM Ports section:
•

•

3.7

Information Listed: This section shows a summary of the XGEM ports detected on
the configuration of the selected ONT on the PON Topology section.
o For each GEM Port: Port-ID, encryption status and if it was used for OMCI
or user traffic.
o Notes:
 Unidirectional and bidirectional XGEM ports are listed in this
section.
 XGEM port detection is associated with the capture of XGEM OMCI
provisioning or XGEM port encryption notification.
Interactive Behaviour: None

OMCI Entities

Figure 35 OMCI Entities Tab.

OMCI Entities tab summarizes the OMCI state of the ONTs including:







OMCI entities detected
Attribute values of OMCI entities detected
Alarms activated of OMCI entities detected
Errors detected by the engine rules for each entity
Quick Filter access for OMCI messages
Standard document quick access for entities definition.
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3.7.1

Tab Layout

ONTs List
In the left side of the OMCI E/R tab, there is a section with the entire ONTs detected by
the Analysis Engine. Click on the desired ONT to view its information.

Entities Detected List View

Figure 36 Entities detected once OMCI analysis is done.
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Information Listed: This section shows a list of all instances of OMCI entities detected
while parsing the captured OMCI messages:






Each entity is listed whit its class name and entity ID (in decimal format)
For those entities not defined or non-standard, the “Class ID” is listed instead of its
class name.
If the engine has detected an alarm or warning associated to an entity a yellow
cross icon appears:

If the engine has detected an error associated to one entity, a red cross icon
appears:

Interactive Behaviour: When an entity instance is clicked, the Entity detail area fills with
the detected data associated to this entity:




Attributes
Alarms
Errors detected

Entity – Attributes Section

Figure 37 Detail on attribute list of selected entity: Dot1ag MEP status.
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Information Listed: This area shows the detected values of the selected OMCI
entity attributes. Attributes are listed in order, as defined on standard.
The format has the following constraints:
o Simple attributes: “Non-table” Attributes are listed as “Attribute” name and
value.
 Attribute Name: The way the attribute name is printed reveals the
nature of the attribute:
 Attribute Name starting with “+”: They are pointer attributes,
pointing to other entities. Pointed class name listed at the end of
the attribute name between brackets.
 Attribute Name including “->”: “Synthetic” attribute, not explicitly
defined in entity’s attribute table but exists implicitly (i.e.
associated entity with the same entity id).
 Attribute Name between brackets: Attribute whose value has not
been seen in the GPON trace.
o Attribute Value: Value and its interpretation of the attribute according to
the standard. In “enumerated” attributes, the “Unk” keyword will appear if
chosen value is undefined according to the standard.
Table/composed Attributes: Some attributes are composed by lists of value sets. In
these cases, tables are represented as a multifoldable list of values

Figure 38 Example of table (VLAN Filter list) and composed (Forward Operation) attributes.



Interactive Behaviour: Pointer attributes (Name starting with “+”) offer the
possibility of “jumping” to the “pointed entity instance”. To trigger this behaviour,
“right-click” (Long click on tactile interfaces) and select “Go To Pointer” on the
context menu.
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Figure 39 Go To Pointer context menu on pointer pointing to a T-CONT instance.

As the “Go to Pointer” action is selected, the pointed instance will be highlighted in the
“Entities Detected” list and its content listed in detail.
Alarms Section
 Information Listed: This area lists those alarms “activated” on this entity at the
end of the analysis process.
 Interactive Behaviour: None

OMCI Report Section

Figure 40 Detail on the Alarms and OMCI report boxes.
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Information Listed: This section lists the errors that the analysis engine has
detected around the selected entity instance. Composed by:
o TimeStamp of associated event
o Summary on error/warning occurrences
Interactive Behaviour:
o On single click: Summary of error/warning occurrences is generated on the
“Item description” area for an easier read an exploration of long texts.
o On double click: Application jumps the to the OMCI tab, to the precise
timestamp that triggered the detected error/warning

Interactive keys




See Entity Messages key: Once an entity instance is selected on the Entities
Detected list, on clicking this, the application jumps to the OMCI tab applying a
special filter to show only OMCI messages sent by/to selected entity instance.
ITU-T G.988 Reference key: Once an entity instance is selected on the Entities
Detected list, on clicking this, a new window opens showing the corresponding
section of the G.988 document defining the class of the selected instance.

Figure 41 Example of document section shown on class GEM PORT Network CTP.
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3.8

OMCI E/R Model

GPON Doctor™ Application not only detects referenced OMCI entities but also displays
how they are related and interconnected. Since entities “relationship” affect how the
ONU is configured and how it should behave, an Entity-Relationship model is
constructed to help the user to easily analyze and understand the OMCI configuration
applied to a certain ONT.

Figure 42 OMCI E/R tab.

3.8.1

ONT Selection

In the left side of the OMCI E/R tab, there is a section with the entire ONTs detected by
the Analysis Engine:

Click on the desired ONT to view its OMCI E/R models.
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3.8.2

Working mechanics

Since the OMCI E/R representation can be extremely complex, two approaches are
followed while analyzing the schema:


Graph Generation: OMCI model is divided in diagrams (sets of entities
interconnected between them by 1 to n grade relationship).
o Total number of “Graphs” and current graph are shown on the top part of
the tab.
o To navigate through “graph pages”, use green arrows on top of the tab.

Figure 43 Detail on navigation keys (i.e. showing graph 1 out of 3)



Simplified Analysis: The complete OMCI E/R model received by an ONT can be
extremely complex and not too easy to approach at first. So the GPON Doctor™
E/R model offers a “simplified view” that eliminates those entities not directly
related to the “internal ONT data path routing” (i.e. Performance monitoring
entities).

Once the initial analysis has been completed, the full view can be activated. This
functionality can be activated/deactivated with the “Simplified Analysis” checkbox.

Figure 44 Complete Vs. Simplified Model.
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3.8.3

Tab Layout

Entity Relationship Diagram Section

Figure 45 Detail of the E/R Diagram section.



Information listed: In this area the very representation of the E/R model is shown.
Entities and relationships are shown as “nodes and edges”:
o Entities: Represented as Graph nodes, contain the class name and entity id.
It has different characteristics:
 Colouring
 Blue: Currently selected entity instance
 Green: Entity non-selected with no errors or alarms
detected.
 Yellow: Entity non-selected with alarms activated.
 Red: Entity non-selected with errors detected (Can also
have activated alarms)
 Shape:
 Rounded continuous border: Entities created by the OLT
 Square: Entities created by the ONT (preexisting)


Rounded “dotted” border: Performance monitoring entities
created by the OLT
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Relationships: Represented as Graph edges, there are two classes, with the
following representation:
o Continuous arrow: Representing a pointer attribute on the “pointing” entity
towards the “pointed” entity.
o Discontinuous line: Implicit relationship between two entities: for example
”VLAN Tagging Filter Data” entities are implicitly associated to ”Mac
Bridge port configuration data” entities with the same entity-id.
Example: the following figure represents:
o VLAN Tagging operation configuration Data
 Entity ID 260
 Has errors
 Has a pointer to the PPT Ethernet UNI 260
 Created By the OLT
o Ethernet performance Monitoring History Data
 Entity Id 260
 Implicit relationship with the PPT Ethernet UNI 260
 Performance monitoring entity
 Created by the OLT
 Selected by the user interface
 Pointing to other entity (A threshold entity)
o Ethernet performance Monitoring History Data 2
 Entity Id 260
 Implicit relationship with the PPT Ethernet UNI 260
 Performance monitoring entity
 Created by the OLT
 No errors or Alarms
 Pointing other entity (A threshold entity)
o Physical Path Termination Point Ethernet UNI
 Entity Id 260
 Entity pre-existing in the ONT
 Has alarms activated

Figure 46 Example of Entities (Nodes) and Relationships (Edges).
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o Entity selection: By clicking one of the entities in the diagram, its
complete information is loaded on the rest of the E/R tab: Attributes,
Alarms and errors detected.
o Diagram Manipulation. Diagramming component allows manipulating and
exporting the graphs generated:
 Mouse Interaction Mode on diagram area:
 Panning mode On: Activated by clicking on “Hand Icon”,
when clicking on drawing area, allows background panning.

Panning mode Off: Clicking and moving the pointer creates
a zoom window.
Tool bar icon


o
o
o

 Zoom in: Increase zoom
 Zoom out: Decrease zoom
 Pan: Activates (toggled), deactivates (untoggled) Panning mode
Previous View: Shows previous configuration of image position/zoom
Next View: Shows next configuration of image position/zoom (If “Previous
view” previously activated
Save (export) Image: Shows dialog to export and save diagram image in
different formats (BMP, PNG, JPG, etc.)

Figure 47 Diagram Export image dialog.

o
o
o

Allows to save the “whole diagram” or the current configured view
(position, zoom, viewable area)
Resolution configurable (not aspect ratio)
Formats supported: BMP, PNG, GIF, JPG, EMG and WMF

o

Print image: Shows printing dialog to send image to printer.
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3.9

Report Tab

Figure 48 Report tab with results after analysis
.

The final and last result coming from the analysis of the GPON trace is the
error/warning report: a list of all the issues and situations found during the
analysis. Detectable situations can be configured in the analysis configuration
window (as described in section 3.5.3).

3.9.1

Tab Layout

Event list


Information Listed: This area lists all the issues, errors, and warnings found
during analysis:
o Each issue has 6 columns:
 TimeStamp: Precise instant (resolution in ns) that triggered
the detection of this event.
 ONTId: ONU associated with this event. If no ONU
associated takes the value N/A
 U/D: U for events associated with upstream behaviour, D for
events associated for downstream behaviour.
 Type: Categorization of the issue:
 Protocol: Standard violation
 Unexpected: Arrival or unexpected message.
 IncorrectRepeatCount: An event happened an incorrect
number of times (for example message repetition)
 ErrorComunication: Error notified by ONU or OLT using
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protocol signalling.
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o









Type





Deprecated: Use of features considered by the protocol as
“deprecated”
Unstable: Consecutive occurrences of an event points system
malfunctions.
Unknown: Unknown event
Info: Information event, not necessarily an error o warning
Warning
N/A: Not applicable.

Codification: wrong codification of values or messages.
Signal: Physical/signal related issue
OAM: Associated
to
OAM configuration/notification.
PLOAM: Associated to PLOAM messages, notification,
configuration or use.
 BWMAP: related to BWMAPs use, integrity or construction
 OMCI: Occurrence in the domain of OMCI
 System: Equipment malfunctions.
o Description: Summary of the meaning of the event. In some cases the
engine proposes a solution/correct value.
Limit of Issue detection: There is a limit of 9999 issues that can be listed. In
case of reaching this figure, limit analysis scope (in capture time) or reduce the
number of issues/situations detected.
Issue Grouping: If an issue occurs more than once (for example two errors in
the same ONT) it will be grouped in the same log record, this record will show
the error and how many times has the error been registered. This behaviour
can be configured in the Analysis configuration window.

Figure 49 Example of repeating LOFB error, ocurring 21 times sequentially.





Interactive behaviour:
Single click on event: will print description text into the “Item
Description” box. Useful for long description messages.
Double click on event: Will make jump the application to the “Capture
tab” to the precise time where the issue was detected.
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3.10 Exporting data and results
The captured data and the results of the analysis can be exported to different files in order to
share the information with other applications and platforms. This section explains the exporting
options supported by GPON Doctor™.

3.10.1 Export captured data to XML
The captured data can be exported to an XML format file. To perform this action select the
menu option File à Export Capture to XML or click on the toolbar icon

.

A dialog window, as the one shown below, will be opened to select the captured data to be
exported.

Follow the next steps to export the desired data:
1. Under XML Exported File, enter the file name. Click on the Find key to specify the
folder where the file will be saved to.
2. Select the time period to be exported. Two options are available:
 Export the entire captured time by selecting the Export Full Capture
checkbox.
 Export a specific time interval by unmarking the Export Full Capture
checkbox and manually specifying the Beginning and End time values.
3. Specify the data to be exported by using the XML Export Filter System options.
The available filter options are:
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By ONT-ID
Export packets to/from all ONT
Export specific ONT packets only (ONT-ID must be entered)
By content
Export packets
containing PLOAM
messages

No export packets
containing PLOAM
messages

Export OMCI
messages

No export OMCI
messages

Export packets
containing
Bandwidth maps.
Export packets
containing
negotiation
information

No export packets
containing
Bandwidth maps
No export packets
containing
negotiation
information

4. Click on the Export key to start exporting data. The XML file, as example shown
below, will be generated.

3.10.2 Export analysis results to HTML
Once a capture has been analyzed, the results of the analysis can be exported to a HTML
file that can be viewed by using an Internet browser (Mozilla Firefox is recommended) or
text editor. With the current software version the HTML report includes:


PON Status
o PON Topology tree with ONUs, TCONTs and GEMs ports.
o PON Parameters (power level, OAM, timing and negotiation).
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ONUs States (ONT info, timing, negotiation and Crypt).
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BandWidth MAPs
o BandWidth Assignment Graphic (seconds / MBits/s).
o BandWidth Time Evolution Analysis (TCONTs / MBits/s).
OMCI
o OMCI E/R diagram.
o OMCI entities summary with their attribute values and alarms

To generate the HTML report, select the menu option Analysis à Generate Report.
Important note: it is highly recommended to view the generated html whit Mozilla
Firefox, because some plugins to view charts in html are only compatible with it.

3.10.3 Export errors report
After analysing the capture, the error report shown in the Report tab can be exported to a
text file for later revision, to share it with other people or to include the relevant
information in an own report. The text file is prepared for opening with a spreadsheet
application. The columns are delimited with the “|” separator.
To export the error report, select the menu option Analysis à Export Errors Report.
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3.11 User traffic extraction
GPON Doctor™ extracts user traffic (Ethernet frames) from selected GEM ports in both
directions. The Ethernet frames carried in those selected GEM ports are reconstructed
and transmitted in real time by GPON Doctor™ through a dedicated 10/100/1000 BASE- T
Ethernet port, which can be connected to any network protocol analyzer.

Figure 50 User traffic extraction to external network protocol analyzer.

If an external network protocol analyzer is not available, a protocol analyzer software
application can be installed in GPON Doctor™. In such a case a dedicated user traffic
extraction port must be connected to the system’s Ethernet port in the chassis of GPON
Doctor™. For this purpose, a USB-Ethernet adapter is provided with the analyzer.
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Figure 51 User traffic extraction to SW protocol analyzer (e.g. Wireshark).

The GPON Doctor™ can extract, multiplex and retransmit user traffic from several GEM
ports simultaneously, with the only restriction of the 1Gbps capacity of the ethernet
extraction port.
User traffic extraction can be enabled and disabled using the Activate traffic extraction
and Stop traffic extraction icons in the tool bar:

Start (activate) user traffic extraction.
Stop (deactivate) user traffic extraction.

These icons serve also as status indicators for this feature

User traffic extraction is disables.
User traffic extraction is enabled.

The selection of the GEM ports to be used for user traffic extraction can be done from the
Real Time PON status tab or from the Menu or Tool bars.
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3.11.1 GEM port selection for user traffic extraction from the Real Time PON

Status tab
The Real Time PON Status tab shows the ONUs, T-CONTs and GEM ports detected in the
PON. The GEM ports for user traffic extraction can be easily selected and managed from
this view, using the PON topology pane.

To add a GEM port to the list of ports used for user traffic extraction select the port in the
PON topology pane in the corresponding downstream or upstream section (1), and right
click on “Add/Remove Port User Traffic” (2):
The selected port will be added to the corresponding GEM ports list pane below (3):

To remove a port from the list of ports used for user traffic extraction select the port in the
GEM ports list pane in the corresponding downstream or upstream section (1), and click on
“Add/Remove Port User Traffic” (2):
The selected port will be then removed from the GEM ports list used for user traffic
extraction.

To display the GEM Port list pane, click on the toolbar icon
A dialog window, as the one shown below, will be opened to show and select the GEM
ports to be extracted.
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When the GEM ports selected for user traffic extraction are encrypted, GPON Doctor™
decrypts traffic for any ONU at a time if it knows the encryption key provided by the ONUs.
When user traffic is not encrypted, there is no restriction.

3.11.2 XGEM port selection for user traffic extraction from the User Traffic

Extraction Pane
To configure the desired XGEM ports for user traffic extraction, click on the Configure
Real Time Extraction key in the Tool bar:

In the emerging window, enter the ports selected (1) and click on “Add” to include the
port in the list of Ports selected for user traffic extraction (2):
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The selected ports will be included in the XGEM ports list (3):

To remove a port from the XGEM port list, just select the port from the list of “Ports
selected” and click on “Remove”. The XGEM port will be removed from the list and user
traffic from this port will not be extracted.
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3.12 User Defined Entities
GPON Doctor™ OMCI entity support covers the 988 standard. However, there may be situations
where unknown, custom or underdevelopment entities support is required.
For such cases GPON Doctor™ includes a user-defined OMCI xml-engine so new OMCI entities can
be dynamically defined. Currently implemented definition engine allows:






Defining new entities considering:
o

If they are pre-existent or olt-created

o

Defining its name

o

Defining its class id.

Defining attributes of the class. Supporting:
o

Attribute name definition.

o

“Set By Create” attributes

o

Different attribute byte sizes

Defining alarms of the class:
o

Define individual alarms

o

Define ranges of alarm.

The new entities defined in the GPON Doctor™ engine are contained into a XML file, located in the
same folder as the GPON Doctor™ application: EntityDefinition.xml

3.12.1 EntityDefinition.xml file format
 Root Node: GPONDOCTOR-OMCI-ENTITIES
o Semantics: Contains all the entities to be defined in the file. No sibling
nodes allowed.
o Attributes: None.
o Sub-nodes: ENTITY
 Node ENTITY
o Semantics: Contains the information associated with a new entity.
o Attributes:
 classId: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Class ID of the defined entity
 Decimal numeric.
 Domain: (0-65535)
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o

name: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Printed name associated with the entity
 Alphanumeric: UTF8
 oltCreated: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Indicates if entity is pre-existent or created by
the OLT.
 Text Boolean.
 Domain
o “true”: if entity has to be created by OLT
o “false”: if entity is “pre-existent”
Sub-nodes: ATTRIBUTES, ALARMS

 Node ATTRIBUTES
o Semantics: This node contains all the attributes defined in one entity.
o Attributes: None
o Sub-node: ATT-MBYTE
 Node ALARMS
o Semantics: This node contains all the alarms defined in one entity. If no
Alarms are defined can be an “empty node”
o Attributes: None
o Sub-nodes: ALARM, ALARM-RANGE
 Node ATT-MBYTE
o Semantics: This node contains the definition of one attribute of a variable
length defined by a number of bytes.
o Onscreen value representation: hexadecimal representation.
o Attributes
 id (compulsory)
 Semantics: Position of the attribute in the attribute table of the
entity. There cannot be two attributes with the same “id” in the
same entity. There cannot be discontinuous attribute ids.
 Decimal Numeric
 Domain: (0-65535)
o name: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Name of the attribute.
 Alphanumeric: UTF8
o size (compulsory)
 Semantics: Size (in bytes) of the attribute
 Decimal Numeric
 Domain: (0-65535)
o Sub-nodes: None
 Node ALARM
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Semantics: This node contains the definition of one position in the alarm
table of one entity.
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o

Attributes:
 id: (compulsory)
 Semantics: position of the alarm in the alarm table of the
entity. There cannot be two alarms with the same entity ID.
There cannot be overlapping between an alarm and an
alarm range. There cannot be undefined alarm positions
between defined alarms.
 Decimal Numeric
 Domain; (0-65535)
 name: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Name of the defined alarm.
 Alphanumeric: UTF-8
Sub-Nodes: None

 Node ALARM-RANGE
o Semantics: This node contains the definition of a set of alarms whose
indexes are contiguous and their name is the same. Specially indicated to
define contiguous “reserved alarms”. Overlapping between to alarm ranges
is not allowed.
o Attributes:
 idStart: (compulsory)
 Semantics: index of the first alarm in the alarm range
 Decimal Numeric
 Domain: (0-65535)
 idEnd: (compulsory)
 Semantics: index of the last alarm in the alarm range.
idEnd must be equal or greater than idStart.
 Decimal Numeric
 Domain: (0-65535)
o name: (compulsory)
 Semantics: Common name to all the alarms defined inside
the alarm range.
 Alphanumeric: UTF-8
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3.12.2 EntityDefininition.xml sample
<GPONDOCTOR-OMCI-ENTITIES>
<ENTITY classId="82" name="Physical path termination point video UNI" oltCreated="false">
<ATTRIBUTES>
<ATT-MBYTE id="0" name="Administrative state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="1" name="Operational state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="2" name="ARC" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="3" name="ARC interval" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="4" name="Power control" size="1"/>
</ATTRIBUTES>
<ALARMS>
<ALARM id="0" name="Video-LOS"/>
<ALARM id="1" name="Video-OOR-low"/>
<ALARM id="2" name="Video-OOR-high"/>
<ALARM-RANGE idStart="3" idEnd="207" name="Reserved"/>
<ALARM-RANGE idStart="208" idEnd="223" name="Vendor-Specific Alarms"/>
</ALARMS>
</ENTITY>
<ENTITY classId="90" name="Physical path termination point video ANI" oltCreated="false">
<ATTRIBUTES>
<ATT-MBYTE id="0" name="Administrative state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="1" name="Operational state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="2" name="ARC" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="3" name="ARC interval" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="4" name="Frequency range low" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="5" name="Frequency range high" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="6" name="Administrative state" sbc="true" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="7" name="Signal capability" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="8" name="Optical signal level" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="9" name="Pilot signal level" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="10" name="Signal level min" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="11" name="Signal level max" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="12" name="Pilot frequency" size="4"/>
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<ATT-MBYTE id="13" name="AGC mode" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="14" name="AGC setting" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="15" name="Video lower optical threshold" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="16" name="Video upper optical threshold" size="1"/>
</ATTRIBUTES>
<ALARMS>
<ALARM id="0" name="Video-LOS"/>
<ALARM id="1" name="Video-OOR-low"/>
<ALARM id="2" name="Video-OOR-high"/>
<ALARM-RANGE idStart="3" idEnd="207" name="Reserved"/>
<ALARM-RANGE
Alarms"/>

idStart="208"

idEnd="223"

name="Vendor-Specific

</ALARMS>
</ENTITY>
<ENTITY classId="128" name="Video return path service profile" oltCreated="false">
<ATTRIBUTES>
<ATT-MBYTE id="0" name="Administrative state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="1" name="Operational state" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="2" name="ARC" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="3" name="ARC interval" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="4" name="VRP mode" size="1"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="5" name="VRP frequency lower bound" size="4"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="6" name="VRP frequency upper bound" size="4"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="7" name="VRP frequency used" size="4"/>
<ATT-MBYTE id="8" name="Mode 1 physical layer configuration mode" size="2"/>
</ATTRIBUTES>
<ALARMS>
<ALARM id="0" name="Frequency mismatch"/>
<ALARM-RANGE idStart="1" idEnd="207" name="Reserved"/>
<ALARM-RANGE idStart="208" idEnd="223" name="Vendor-Specific Alarms"/>
</ALARMS>
</ENTITY>
</GPONDOCTOR-OMCI-ENTITIES>
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4 System Update
This chapter describes how to update the GPON Doctor system to a new release. The
upgrading process may require software and firmware update or only software update,
depending on the release. Follow the instructions described in this chapter in order to
successfully update the system.

4.1

Receiving the Update

Customer will receive notification of the availability of the update package. The update
package is composed by a zip file with the following name format:
“AppGPONUpdater_YYYYMMDD.zip”
This fill will be located in a web address so it can be downloaded directly to the GPON
Doctor™ machine.

4.2

Software Update

4.2.1
•
•
•

Step 0: Uninstall previous version
Go to Control Panel: Start®Control Panel
Start “Add/Remove Programs” from Control panel
Choose AppGPONUpdater and click uninstall

Figure 52 Add/Remove Programs window.

4.2.2
•
•
•

Step 1: Decompress Update Package
Right Click on AppGPONUpdater_YYYYMMDD.zip
Select “Extract All”
Select “Destination Folder”
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4.2.3

Step 2: Start installation

•
•
•

Enter to folder where update files are located
NOTE: This installer doesn’t support installation from a network location
Execute “setup.exe”

•

Click next

•

Choose de destination folder. If you didn’t modify the application location, default
value should be used.
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•

Select the model of GPON Doctor™ you are working on: GPON Doctor™ 2000
GPON Doctor™ 9500 and click “Next”.

•
•

Wait a few minutes while the application installs and updates files and libraries.
Library installation will end with the following window:

•

Last step to confirm end of update:
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4.3

Firmware Update

Firmware update must be done after Software update. The steps below describe how to
update the firmware in the GPON Doctor™ capture board.
•

Step 1: connect the GPON Doctor™ System Ethernet port to the Ethernet port of
the capture board (the one used for user traffic extraction).

•

Step 2: ensure that the Local Area Connection has one IP in the range of the LAN
192.168.1, for example 192.168.1.2 (Properties → Advanced → IP Adresses).
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•

Step 3: run the GPON Doctor™ application and go to the Help à Update menu. The
Hardware Update System dialog window will be opened. Click on Start Update
System.

•

Step 4: select the file with the new firmware. This is the UpdatePack.zip file
located in the GPON Doctor™ Application installation folder. Click on Select File
to browse and find the specific file.
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•

Step 5: click on Update Capture Hardware. The firmware update process will start.
When completed, a message should appear indicating “Operation finished
correctly”.

Step 6: exit the Hardware Update System dialog window, close the GPON Doctor™
application and turn the analyzer off. The firmware update process is finished. You can
turn GPON Doctor™ on again and start using the new release.
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Glossary
AES Advanced Encryption StandardAPC Angled Physical Contact
BER Bit Error Ratio
BW Bandwidth
BWMAP Bandwidth Map
CLI Command Line Interface
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
DBA Dynamic Bandwidth Assignment
DBRu Dynamic Bandwidth Report upstream
D/U Downstream / Upstream
E/R Entity / Relation
FEC Forward Error Correction
FTTH Fibre To The Home
GEM GPON Encapsulation Method
GPON Gigabit Passive Optical Network
GTC GPON Transmission Convergence
HTML HyperText Markup Language
ID Identifier
LOF Loss Of Frame
LOS Loss Of Signal
MIB Management Information Base
OAM Operations, Administration and Maintenance
ODN Optical Distribution Network
OLT Optical Line Termination
OMCI ONT Management and Control Interface
ONT Optical Network Termination
ONU Optical Network Unit
PLOAM Physical Layer OAM
PON Passive Optical Network
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PPTP Physical Path Termination Point
QoS Quality of Service
QoE Quality of Experience
RDI Remote Defect Indication
RT Real Time
SW Software
T-CONT Transmission Container
UNI User Network Interface
UPC Ultra Physical Contact
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network
XML eXtensible Markup Language
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Information for the disposal of the electrical and electronic waste (Applicable in the EU
and European countries with systems of selective collection of residues).

This symbol on your product, battery, manual or packaging reminds you
that all electronic products and batteries must be taken to separate
waste collection points at the end of their working lives. They must not
be disposed as a normal waste with household garbage. It is the
responsibility of the user to dispose the equipment using a designated
collection point or service for separate recycling of waste electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE) and batteries according to local laws

Proper collection and recycling of this equipment helps ensure electrical and electronic
equipment (EEE) waste is recycled in a proper manner conserving valuable materials and
protecting human health and the environment. Improper handling, accidental breakage,
damage, and/or improper recycling at the end of its life may be harmful for health and
environment.

For further information about where and how to drop off your EEE waste, please contact
your local authorities, household waste disposal service or contact us via phone
(+34)976141800 or visit our website www.telnet-ri.es/en/

In compliance with Spanish law 208/2005 RD, TELNET Redes
Inteligentes S.A. participates in the Integrated System of Management
(SIG) from Foundation ECOTIC.

TELNET Redes Inteligentes S.A. is enrolled in the national registry of producers of electric
appliances and electronic (REI-RAEE) of the Spanish Ministry of Industry, Tourism and
Commerce with number 1746.
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Copyright © TELNET Redes Inteligentes S.A. 2021. All rights reserved. No part of this
document may be reproduced or transmitted in any way without the prior written consent
of TELNET. All other brands and trade names mentioned in this document are property of
their respective owners.

5 Contacts

Adress

Phone
Web
Email

Industrial Area Centrovía
Buenos Aires 18 St,
50198 La Muela, Zaragoza,
Spain
+34 976 141 800
https:/www.telnet-ri.es
telnet@telnet-ri.es

C/ Gordóniz 44, 1st floor
48002 Bilbao, Bizkaia
Spain
+34 656 791 625
https://www.gpondoctor.com/
support@gpondoctor.com

This product has been manufactured under the controls established by a Quality and
Environmental Management System approved by Bureau Veritas Certification

